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The Wound

The wound bared to a thin breeze
Is cracking,
Twitching with spasm;
For the sun's glow is only special.
A warmth more than crushing;
Your breath strokes toll the hours,
Every rise and fall
Reaving the thunder.
Scored,
She whispers and sighs
Again.

- Richard C. Katz
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Dinner On Wednesday

He would arrive at 6:30 on Wednesday evening
Borne by autumnal coach. Taking us to dinner
On Wednesday was a favorite ceremony:
Escaping from his wife.
At least once a week. Nervous chatter
Clung to the radio and laughed quickly.
The day's haze failed behind Van Cortland Park
Waiting for a bus to Yonkers.
Having checked my most recent secret,
Twilight slipped behind a traffic signal.
The neons dazzled easily on the windshield
Snatching skittering thoughts.
He devoured the latest school talk
We had to offer, our bellies sick with water.
I imagine he noticed that the butter
Often tore the bread.

- Richard C. Katz
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I really don't think we're being fair we could think of others, you know.
Who says the empty spaces
beside us in our beds
are not silent lovers
who long for each other?
Why don't we trode places
so they can be together?
As f or us...
well, I won't touch you
much.

Linda Peterson
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Lara, if you could only tell time
But your watch shattered
and all the wheels rusted
and the hands lay still
Tonia had a family heirloom
shared with Yuri from the start
They held a polished time piece
and your slow gathering of parts
could not hope to synchronize.
Against her many hours,
you were just a second.
Lara, I envy
your meeting at the library
your weeks at Varykino
your child by him
all out of time .
Would you have been richer
if your watch had run from the start
instead of its sporadic attempts
to capture lost time?
I gaze at hands that do not point
to him or me .
And I wonder whether to let it
slowly unwind,
or pray that he will reset his watch
and match his hand to mine.

Linda Peterson
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Tropism
for Cindy

Gray mud bank on the Delaware
grows a tiger lily
alone among the weeds.
Daylong mirror of rare light
patient with the intransigent bridge above
bastard father of shadows.
the lily not thinking
to deny the light
open source
pistil and stamen mouthing sun

With closed doors
the self-imposed
pressure of a vacuum.
Also alone
Judas to your warmth

- Jim Wright
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A Set Of Four
A Parable
for Paul Kahn
"What I should like would be to tell the story - no, not of a person but of a
place - well, for instance..."
- Andre Gide
Luke, 1:39-45
Old wives and Apostles have told us
that there are times, when an unborn child
will lie awake all night
with but two things on its mind:
First, the sight of a garden path
crowded with pigeons and nursemaids; and two,
the voices
of ageless, sexless men
sweeping the paths at night,
changing the flowers to conform with the seasons.
Faces of expectant mothers are watchtowers, they say,
reporting within what has happened before them
in a market-place, bazzar.
A phenomena inabling saint and Son
to signal recognition
by forcing pain in those who beare them.
Sonnets
One
I work daily describing you in a diction
as free of imagery as a real image,
still you insist upon a landscape and hide
under roses on the lawn, or sing
to pelicans, "I'll never come in,
no, never come in, indoors."
There is nothing in the night which advances my work.
The background shifts in varieties of black,
and evening clouds stack up about the moon.
A planetary motion is always with you, and your
earthly love winnows grain over an extended floor.
Every element broods its way into your frame,
and around you, the last chaste stars
seek their appropriate expression.
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Two
No banker, no cleric, no rake could conceive
this vision: one continual love, hopeless
unfaithful and anxious. In short, no talked-out Eros
but a God whose true Penelope was Donne."
His wine was spilling on the skin of a tambourine,
and his wife wiped the fireplace of soot; their children
knocked about. "God is a presence, a technique,"
he said, "in which you spend the whole day dying
and have no crack to fit your stiffening prick."
I m telling you this, love, not because I see you
as a goddess, but because I want you, human,
accessable and incomplete. You should've seen him,
he held his head like a horse's skull
in his fingers, the color of gyps urn.

•:

Three
If I kept chaos from you and the planets
revolving in their corresponding cycles would
you spawn a love more perfect and more human?
Suspended in a gulf of purest oxygen and light
would your body know its touch?
Could you play with a face of clay? or would
you demand that I should set you free,
do as you have always asked and lead
you to the underworld; strive through the
circular tide where you might talk to sailors
who dived dead-drunk off goddesses' roofs. There
they'd be, unburied and unsanctified, lost even
those mystic rites your lust could once perform.
Yes, then you could love - but would you love me?

- David Bergman
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Aberfgn/ Wales

There was a moment
Before the sludge heap slammed the schoolhouse down,
When a restless boy
Became perplexed by the notion of God,
Frowning to know that
God was forever in both directions,
"Forever", he thought, as
Forever swept Aberfan to mourning .
A sober grasp of things the tear-spent had:
"And where's my Tom,
who swung an ivy vine above his head
till canine lots were tethered at the Maypole,
who wept to be old and unexcluded
from such games as older boys protected,
So now my Tom, dear Tom, excludes us all.

- Patrick Sean Guilfoyle
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To The Little Boy In My Somewhat Distant Fut ure

Wipe your milk mustache,
Cry out your tears,
Remember that hours
Will fold into years.
Laugh in the morning.
Your cereal's cold.
Remember tomorrow
Gives time to be old.
Don't chew on your collar,
Zip up your fly.
To know all is born;
To know you must die.
So hold your hand high
That your teacher might call:
For today is your summer ,
While today is my fall.
J
- Darlene Gaughan
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WORMWOOD: Agitato
To Betsey, "pacific."
"And the name.of the star is called Wormwood: and the third part of the wafers
became wormwood; and many men died of the waters because they were made bitte
— Revelations, 8:11

I.
This is
All there is
Left: spiders'
Relic gossamers,
Arched with dew,
Forsaken after creation,
Like idiot children,
withered, blighted and untended.
I suppose I will always
Be slow to love,
Too wearily poised by seas
to have
Seen the fugitive
spume of
My philosophies,
my patent absurdities.
Poets are ugly;
their souls are cracked skulls
On dusty mausoleum walls.
That the tense,
That the tension
be braided, wrapped round,
Scarved-over, played-out
To the last dialogueless scene
—exeunt omnes—
Tell me at what point
the pinwheel stopped,
the moving picture stilled.
I could not dispell
The radiate ash of your irises,
Sculpted like sand in the sleep of swimmers—
drowning in sanctuary; .
shore receding to a fantasy, crossing
meridians confused
by uneasy wakings near
Lighthouse beacons flexing offshore,
Airplanes mimicking constellations above...
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II.
I loved;
I can't conceive it now.
For I have striven far too long:
it is, was time to resign.
Then, I might have
burnt dormancy
With exhaust; might have
Mouthed the pipe, lungs swelling,
carbon flushing carbon,
as I would have given
Breath in a kiss...No feeling
any more, not being
any more,
But becoming the exhaust,
Vomiting vast nebulae
As signature to a reprieve
from the sentence
Of uncommuted life.
— If only your hand
Had not lingered
in mine,
Refuting the argument
Of your quiescent
Lips, if only your
breasts
Had been inclement.
What color?
—Cannot remember—
What color were
—No, I have not come back to anatomize—
your eyes?
What color were they?
"There is nothing to say,"
You said.

I heard.
Yes, unmistakably, amid
the repetitive cawing
of scavenging sea-birds.

Allen B. Freedman
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Boston

Among a Harvard evening
damp breezy and cobbled
everyone is wrinkleless.
The streets beep cars with
snuggled couples vigilant
to the powered oracular wheel
steering their moment to
moments.
I am
uneasy on the subway.
A friend from adolescence
sits next to me. It is
a Saturday night and
everyone has found someone .
Boston's not so subtle history,
now florescent taller, and
with an accent walks
beside us reminicing
our past. "I'll never
forget" when "Yeah I
really did like her"
but "the class wasn't
that bad" in any case
"what d'ya mean, I had
a good game against them."
"But we were so insensitive then."
Placed on a bench in the
vacuumed park near the
aluminum Tree of Independence
we breed the future with
innocent arrogance.
Couples brazenly stroll by.
It's dark but for trench coats
and streets beyond.

15

Some vicariousness
for a block or two.
Obvious prostitutes,
some baggy pants, shoddy
men day after night
"What if it doesn't happen
that way? One mistake
you know and it's gone."
" Damn dreams."
A long line for a movie.
Pensive hands in a pocket
while muffled faces wait
and feet shuffle towards
the ticket.
A Spanish free enterpriser wants
to sell flowers to everyone
looking straight ahead. Instead
of stomping, she pushes her dirty hands and
flowers to just below our chins.
Who would I give them to?
The line sags when one
loose couple finally buys.
They keep walking, pull away
and might as well underline the whole story.
Afterwards we time
ourselves back over the
river's bridge. We lost
I think, about 12 1/2
minutes.

- John Flanzer
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my glance
becomes a stare.
Inertia transmutes her nod:
a wave in spun medium .
slow white pull of hand-comb
alters the heavy umber flow
(so filament crosscurrents
flow to
brash copper-ladden blue wool).
a shock as she turns the restricted spectrum of reds,
soft frame
to sharp cut
seamless milk glass face
(her eyes, firm bordered
iead a separate life).
more, she speaks
- in a voice that has monopoly
on the low good sounds,
white sensitive hands open
as if to give me her emotions;
those eyes, a silent second voice.

- Chip Herbst
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SMOKEY THE BEAR SUTRA

Once in the Jurassic, about 150 million years ago,
the Great Sun Buddha in this corner of the Infinite
Void gave a great Discourse to all the assembled elements
and energ.es: to the standing beings, the walking beings
the fly,ng beings, and the sitting beings - even the grasses,
to the number of thirteen billion, each one born from a
seed, were assembled there: a Discourse concerning
Enlightenment on the planet Earth.

^ ..

In some future time, there wi| be a continent called
America. It will have great centers of power called
such as Pyramid Lake, Walden Pond, Mt. Rainier, Big Sur
Everglades, and so forth; and powerful nerves and'channels'
"ch as ColumbjnRive,. iwlL.L'L. UJliAlt
Cany,.(
Ihe human race in that era wi
over
in head, and practically wreck everything in spite of
its own strong intelligent Buddha-natare
The twisting strata of the great mountains and the pulsinqs
of great volcanoes are my love burning deep in the earth.
My obstinate compassion is schist and basalt and
granite, to be mountains, to bring down the rain. In that
future American Era I shall enter a new form: to cure
the world of loveless knowledge that seeks with blind hunqerand mindless rage eating food that will not fill it."Wp .
And he showed himself in his true form of
• H|

Kg

SMOKEY THE BEAR
A handsome smokey-colored brown bear
'-gs, showing that he is aroused and watchf

ta

Bearing in his right paw the Shovel tl
that digs to the?
trijth beneath appearances; cuts the
s of usel
and flings damp sand on the fires of greed and

that all creatures have the full right to live to their limits
and that deer, rabbits, chipmunks, snakes, dandelions,
and lizards all grow in the realm of the Dharma;
Wearing the blue work overalls symbolic of slaves and
aborers, the countless men oppressed by a civilization
that claims to save but only destroys;
Wearing the broad-brimmed hat of the West, symbolic of the forces that guard I*
Wilderness, which is the Natural State of the Dharma and the True Path of man on e:'
all true paths lead through mountains 18

With a halo of smoke and flames behind, the forest fires of the kali-yuga, fires
caused by the stupidity of those who think things can be gained and lost whereas in
truth all is contained vast and free in the Blue Sky and Green Earth of One Mind;
Round-bellied to show his kind nature and that the great earth has food enough
for everyone who loves her and trusts her;
Trampling underfoot wasteful freeways and needless suburbs; smashing the worms
of capitalism and totalitarianism;
Indicating the Task: his followers, becoming free of cars, houses, canned food,
universities, and shoes, master the Three Mysteries of their own Body, Speech, and
Mind; and fearlessly chop down the rotten trees and prune out the sick limbs of this
country America and then burn the leftover trash. pt| "
Wrathful but Calm, Austere but Comic, Smokey the Bear will illuminate those who
would help him; but those who would hinder or slander him,
HE
Thus his great Mantra:
Namah samanta vd
Sphataya hum traka ham mai
"I DEDICATE MYSELF TO T
BE THIS RAGING FURY DE!

NIVERSAL DIAM
YED" %

SI
limals, hobos
i, and hopeful children;

And he will protect those who love woods and rive
and madmen, prisoners and sick people, musicians

ice, they should

And if anyone is threatened by advertising, air pollution, or
chant SMOKEY THE BEAR'S WAR SPELL:
DR
THEIR BUTTS
CRUSH THEIR BUTTS
DROWN THEIR BUTTS
CRUSH THEIR BUTTS
And SMOKEY THE BEAR will surely appear to put the

mm

lY

ivel.

y to pufi.
Now those who recite this Sutra and t
less as the :
practice will accumulate meiit as
of Arizona and Nevada,
Will help save the planet Earth from fTwn II sli
ammm
Will enteMn^ag^man and nature,
WiN win the tender love and caresses of men, women, and beasts,
Will always have ripe blackberries to eat and sunny spots under a pine tree to sit at,

i

1

ANE>

IN THE END WILL WIN HIGHEST PERFECT ENLIGHTENMENT.
thus have we heard .

(may be reproduced free forever)
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From A Letter To Rona

After the long silence,
Your letter was welcomed.
I am glad
you are well;
That your mother
is well;
That your stepfather also
Is we 11.
That ail is
As it should be.
(Your letter was very explicit
about this.)
I too
Am well
Thank you.
Kept busy with deadbeat poems which,
If fhay make any progress,
Get lost among papers:
An invariable law.
Thus, winter finds me
Like that one fat woman
Who spent the cold months
Laboring
Under an illusion:
The days were all marked
But the delivery demanded bearing.
I shall suckle doggerel for my painsl
School remains
The others here,

o rusty business.

in the main,
Jerk and twitch in reaction
Like pithed frogs,
May not entirely

Though glandular build up

be ruled out.
At any rate,
These lab animals compare
Most favorably
With the sort who accept,
Eyeless,
The same fate
A revolving door
Would offer more cheaply.
A mindless
Process. Myself, I look
For back ways...
20

Rona And The Criminals
(A Sociology Student's First Look)

Prisoners look from their cages
Like strong-elbowed parrots with teeth
At this little
Peacock dragging
Her you-know-what
(which is very pretty)
Down the upswept antiseptica of the prison.
A Sound
Does she jump?
She does,
And closes rank with her Socio-group
All the while taking notes
Like it all mattered,
Loving the prisoners
Like only a mother could.
She looks them all over
individually
scientifically
Nothing is missed
Not their
grey flannels
Not their
stovepipe caps
"Something should be done!"
The group moves faster.
Her stomach is floored,
Eyes burn like a match,
Reactions as useless as prison trades.
To her
Men smile their broken smiles
(She is the little
sisterly type).
She passes
And then, men pull at the bars
In desperation
Like it all mattered,
And she,
She writes it all down
Like it mattered.

Mark S. Goldstein
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BETWEEN THE SELJNG LANDS AND THE DIMINISHING BYZANTINE EMPIRE THERE WEE
WHAT ARE NOW CALLED 'MARCHES'. THESE ARE BORDER AREAS - A SORT OF NO-MAI*
LAND - WHERE AMIDST CONSTANT STRUGGLE, RAPID CULTURAL CHANGE OCCURED.
IT IS THESE PERMEABLE BARRIERS WHICH MAKE GROWTH POSSIBLE.

Six years were already behind him and adulthood seemed so close - two maybe three
years then he d be grown up and he could do what he wanted. But maybe he didn't have to
wait that long. One day is a long time, why shouldn't he do it now. The hours bred
themselves and now was the longest time in June; he was out of school playing in his back
yard. The tire swing swung in wide gyres from a rope attached to the cobweb gray beams
nailed to the underside of the balcony high above. It was the bottom of the same balcony
which he had just finished eating lunch on but from beneath he would hardly have known
this. The tire creaked on its rope, each time he reeled back towards the wall, then it
spun until he felt dizzy. The black rubber smell of tire heated by the sun lurked with the
sweet scent of some bunch of purple flowers in the garden and these were all he could
smell, but only one at a time. Way up the tire swung and on its upwards journey it was o
rocket ship and swinging backwards was just so he could gain more speed for a longer
journey until his feet could kick the low branches of the tree with the red leaves that hung
down from the stone wall across the porch. If he could only let go perhaps he would never
come down; he'd just keep on going up and further up. (Somewhere in the distance a lawn
mower growled or was it a jet - the long endless drone of a summer day and a speck which
left a solid white trail in a blue sky) And at every launching he could go even further up
and every day he found he could go higher than on the day before.
But now this afternoon he could go no higher. He tried with all his might by leaning ifl
and out of each swing and by pushing it up just a single mile or so further, but it wouldn't
budge. He hung in mid-air straining at the crest of the arc. .. .So his tire was a speed
boat (MMMMMMMMM) He shouted and moved his motor around with both hands but he
lost control and careened into a chair buoy. No one was hurt but it was more like a
bucking bronco, but still it would go no higher than when it had been a rocket; he spurred
it, kicked it from both sides with his heels and shook it with his whole body; the rope
creaked in protest and the big knot strained hard while the tire with the six year old boy in
it passed back and forth on the end of a rope attached to the bottom of the balcony. The
tree grew further away; the air rushed more slowly; the tire came to a stop and the boy
ducked out of the hollow rubber ring holding no faith in the god of his toy who couldn't
make him go higher if he wanted; he stood on the porch for a minute. The place just above
the branch of leaves was where his feet stopped. He stood under the branch and tried to
reach up but he couldn't reach that high. Something was there but it was the same color.
The wind lifted his hair.
II
The day begins and six year old Andrew eats breakfast set on the plastic table-cloth in
the kitchen beside Inge and his mother and his brother. The smells of food and out doors
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brings him through lunch at noon. Then the sun swings to the middle of the day pos. 10
after lunch - just when he looked at it. He almost caught it in the act, looked down
and then suddenly looked up again, but it hadn't moved an inch in the sky.

Ill
It was Saturday but it was summer; on these days he would have to go on trips in the
cor with his parents. Last week there was a castle in the middle of a gigantic green awn
and the castle had a moat that used to be filled with water and green slippery monsters.
They walked for hours on the lawn til they came to the edge of the moat
It was cloudy
and the smell of newly cut grass clung motionless to the thick air. Everybody said it was
and his younger brother chased each other around the lawn until they came to the
•noat. It was very quiet; everybody must have thought it was going to rain but luckily or
'Hem it didn't. Nobody else was there that day, so they sat on a blanket and ate
.sandwiches that smelled like butter. His mother read about knights and kings who lived in
the castle and all about the Normans and their swords. All the lawn was a great big
battlefield and inside the castle walls was where the knights put their treasure. So
after lunch Andrew and his brother tried to storm the walls.
The castle would look much grander if he could only stand up on the chelations and
look down. He would know how it really looked, the great halls where knights dined with
'ords and their ladies in pretty colors. He could climb up a little ways where stony rubble
heaped against the flaking wall and he could hold on to the big rough stones whic
'ormed it. But he wasn't high enough to see over the top; besides his mother's voice came
the moat calling him to be very careful; so he stopped and looked around; the moat
*» w deep that he might not be able to climb back down again; the smooth green line
$'oped gently at first then dropping sharply he saw himself like a ball rolling smoothly
'0the spot where his parents waited for him and his brother. He came to a halt; then
90'he

brother, and both were breathing hard.
So when their siege had to be lifted everybody was forced to walk around the moat to
'H® gate which was open. Inside there were just a few broken walls with printed signs on
'Hem which Andrew's father read out loud. There was smooth lawn inside too, and a keep.
* threw a rock down into the dark bottom and a splash grew until it echoed all around the
ins'de. Pigeons woke up and flew around the top of the keep and their noises echoed too.
* "as very dark inside. Outside, the grass grew neatly on the tops of broken walls, and
^f® wasn'tany treasure anywhere;Andrew wanted to find a sword. "Where could so muc
tr*asure have disappeared to, mummy?" Mummy didn't know, so Andrew ran away to look
*h®re no one else had ever looked before. He ran away from them and he was soon by
himself tangled in crumbly walls that he couldn't climb; walls embraced a room; a big room and
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dark at first, too scary, but the dark gave way at his gaze into a hall.
The walls were orange maybe and there were birds rattling around in the rafters of course there were rafters - even if he couldn't see them. But at the end of the hall
a light-bird reflected on the wall and played motionless on the big cobblestones.
•id it ever move, Andrew wondered; was it there at night? Andrew touched it and his
hand was lit up by the sun as an explosion, then he turned his head and saw a lake,
reflecting darkly no light except for a single beam of sun released into the room by a
hole high overhead in the ceiling.
Andrew stood not knowing whether he should go back, His arm groped for the stone
which must be lodged in the dark moist earth at his feet, He groped and moved slowly
with his arm in wide Sweeps; f< ward
...
...
*
his hand swept into the hidden edge of the pool
with a noisy ripple,-cold, of course, and slimy? He rubbed his fingers against his thumb
a d it was slimy
The boy held his arm up as though it were stricken. Up into the light,
he saw his hand like normal.
• .I™1'5 WJS S.fra"9e fi;easure- He had forgotten about the sword like the one they showed
n
\TU' -6
•W
^ 9°'d handles and writing all up and down the silver blade.
en it was time to go they had to leave by the gate once again. Andrew had
.scovered a place where the wall was broken into small pebbly pieces, but the grass was
so neat and there were flowers planted all around like a garden. Also they were too
tired to run up and down in the moat again.
As they walked across the draw-bridge they threw pebbles into the dry moat.
IV
a was aM last week. This Saturday they're going to Kensington Gardens and
ave ea. Inge s coming too. Last week she was sick and couldn't come to the castle.
f° ,fhe m fh® nIght before when fheX were in bed. It was raining
* T
..ter,
L
outs.de pretty hard and the wind rushed quickly by out in the street in front of Andrew's
|nge had finished, he felt very sorry for Peter and he waited till she was
* r*
out Of the room, then he cried softly under the sheets so his brother would not hear him
over the wind.

h* f d™wtad °
He had bought it with the money which his aunt had sent
im or Christmas. It had two masts and real sail which puffed up when the breeze blew
into them and ,t was painted blue. The front curved nicely just like a real boat and the
.
i C.° 'ne*a'* He held it in his outstretched hand and sailed it up and down
m the rough air above the pavement while Inge brought the picnic to the car. Inge was
r°°m WQy UpSfairS* She keP' °
vou vaf h e ,r m °
you cry ,f she shot it at you, but she hadn't ever used it.

9un which made

"Oh yes I have Andrew; and I'll shoot you if you don't behave yourself."
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"But Inge, you said you liked me," said Andrew, unsure.
"Run along till I pack the tea," she replied.
All the houses on Moore Street were alike, but number 18 belonged to Andrew. On
is clear Saturday noon, his legs were light as they marched down the street clad in green
^tsand high socks. Clear air where last night's rain had washed away everything into
f gutter gave the street its bright colours. The tavern at the far end of Moore Street was
bed until evening, but he could still look down the grate infront of it that covered a
lephole. Lots of old leaves and twigs and no sixpences so he began to march back. The
(all the same except #18) towered above the street where he was; on either side
were two layers which grew closer together as he walked until they met just where
$ was standing. They were two long borders filled with people whom he did not know,
•dhe would have to push them apart so he could pass through. He stuck out his arms,
I* towards either side of the road and watched the houses grow further apart as he
frched down inbetween. He kept his eyes straight in front of him where Inge had just
F*inside and he felt his fingers slide along the house fronts.
Andrew sailed the blue boat out the car window.
t Andrew, bring your arm in, it's dangerous," barked his father.
Andrew...get your arm in, that's very dangerous," his mother took up the refrain.
"Andrew, if I have to tell you again you'll have to get out and walk the rest of the
n

But Daddy, I don't know the way."
Well, keep your arm in and roll up your window. Inge, will you put up his window
Inge reached over and did as she had been asked but nearly smothering Andrew
[^process with her body. Father was fat and he smoked all the time. When he was
rfl his lips would tighten into a line and bow downwards at the ends. It looked funny
* • did it now over the back seat with several quick twists of the neck.
Don't make it difficult for Doddy, Andrew," said Inge and Andrew was in disgrace.
^ disgrace doesn't last too long - only for the eternity of the car ride. He just rested
boat between his knees until the car stopped bouncing and came to a stop by
^ s'dewalk somewhere.
Mummy, | feel dizzy," said Andrew.

N*y walked with the picnic baskets and a thermos jug and a blanket through a big gate;
walked along a path until they came to a lake where a lot of people were scrambling
There weren't many people away from the lake; but only around it old people were
in the afternoon and a lot of children were sailing boats. Some were bigger than

and many were smaller,
blanket was spread across the smooth grass near the lake by a hedge and Andrew
nk*find his boat. It was camouflaged against the blanket and he thought for one horrid
*0n*nt that maybe he had forgotten it in the car, but Inge had brought it and hod left it
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on the blanket and someone else had placed a packet of sandwiches on top of it.
b°at?" h® shouted- "lnge. ..Inge, you brought it didn't you.
n-A
D.dn t you? You II have to go and fetch it if you didn't, you know." But just as he said
is e spotted it tucked away under the sandwiches and he hoped very much that Inge hod
not been listening as it appeared that she had not

in
n"?*
^ ^ faiHy rQn f° the P°nd " 9reen except where the sun glitter*
in the sky reflections. And far across on the other side he could see little boys of his age and
even grown-ups sail,ng boats. Not far to his right was a girl standing beside her brother - sort
L
Tk- k^i 7 V ALdr6W ,ma9ined. He was not very old; maybe three or four at
e| most and his boat looked to be no more than a thin metal shell and sort of boat shaped,
it was floating and Andrew's boat was being blown over towards it, but there was still a
ICti!; Y A bre"e Plck6d UP brl9hf riPP'es in the 9reen water and all
^e tall sail boats leaned in the same direction, and some even wet their sails. But Andrew's
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"No, more over there in the other direction."
someone else shouted. He heard their voice
but over where more
"e was standing where he was and their arms all seemed to point
towards him, where he was
- standing. He reached down where he thought it should be and
picked it out of the mud a dripping wreck. At that, the little crowd on shore sent up a cheer
and the brother and sister
were smiling timidly at the conqueror turned hero. She jumped
up and down as
r®w' 9'ant-like, stalked in tremendous strides towards shore still shouting
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and Daddy hod gone for o walk with Inge.

He could
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t
T,c,h* ,Wili' lawn °nd looked around him for somewhere to go.
The bushes were like rocks ond the woods smelled fresh as he walked towards them on a path.
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He walked until ahead of him in the small clearing the statue of Peter Pan appeared and the
silent music of his pipes at once attracted him and told him that he ought to leave straight
away.. The statue stood still and alone but the trees seemed to sway in the breeze to the
beat and many things were moving which he could not see. Andrew was unaware of
exactly what was happening, but he felt that he wanted to stay and look on for just a few
minutes more; it was a daring decision which caused him to creep from tree to tree to watch
Hie statue in its after-dark magical activity. Peter said nothing to Andrew that he had not
said to many others, but he spoke to the trees in some language which Andrew could not
understand. But still he felt he ought to understand so he stood and waited while the w.nd
brought him closer and closer.
"Andrew"
"Andrew"
Someone was calling him in the distance.
Someone had been calling him from the distance for several minutes. He started up and turned
bis bock on the statue and tried to remember how he got there from the blanket.
They all met up somehow and made their way back towards the gate which by the time they
arrived had already been shut and locked up.
But now Andrew had run off to where the road ran next to the fence. Grasping two of the
ipear like bars with his hands, he strained his neck to catch a glimpse of whatever might be
coming down the street. For a while he saw nothing, just a long string of street lamps which
Hone on nothing in the street silence. Then he noticed a distant tapping like the sound of
"Orbles on the kitchen floor but never so regular, and as it grew closer, he discerned the
alternating shadow and silhouette of a man as he walked beneath the lights towards where
Andrew was standing. Every step was preceded by a few resounding taps on the sidewalk with
ac<me which he held with his left hand. Slowly he drew nearer.
Near enough to see closely
brown vest, a tattered blue suit, and his sun-glasses.
Andrew said from between the bars, "Pardon me sir." The man turned abruptly towards the
l®nce which he couldn't see. "We're locked in here and we can't get out. This is
Kensington Gardens, you know, sir. We came too late to the gate and when we got there
i«to few minutes ago, the gate was locked." The man stopped and said nothing for a few
'econds while Andrew stared anxiously at him. The blind man then strained as though to get a
lo<* at Andrew - as though to assure himself that the voice he had heard was human. He cast
a Hark

shadow on the sidewalk in the lamp that shone from almost overhead.
'You can't get out, can you sonny" he half asked, half remarked. He looked again
Awards where he correctly assumed the young voice was coming from. Andrew hung on the

^ence gazing into the blind man's sun-glasses.
Who then brought out from his case a violin and slid into a high, very beautiful melody
•.
echoed up and down the street. He played gaily with intense movements, and each
•tote rose upwards and away freely down the street so that Andrew could barely remember the
tune before another was begun.
When Andrew's father who had meanwhile climbed over the fence found them, the child
** seated at the foot of the fence enthralled by a blind violinist whose shadow was dancing
under the street lamp in the wind.
- Bernard C. Dale
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I So id That I love you; Don't Ask Me Why

1. There is a stream
for Bob & Jennie

there was a stream where
we thought there was
a stream, clear as the
indifference of the insects:
what part of your body
do I find sweet today?
to choose a place on the
collected exposure of your
body, texture or smell of
skin, like a bug. & our
feet slipped beneath the
water; the clarity of image
eclipsed by the clarity
of motion, the skin sewn
to the distortion of light,
light, pure love, expands
like water in motion,
feeding what is still.

the
rocks in the water are
in love.
they are worn away.
what particle of motion
could I hold? I am not
myself today, the motion breaks
down. water parts around the
stones & falls together differently.
there
is a stream where we
thought there was a stream.
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Three songs

2. Song @ 2:00 a.m.

I am no clock-like farmer
who sets his scythe to ground.
the single sheet suits your body well;
no bed of flowers or of grain
could do your simple house hold justice.
for what is deserved is harder to find
than what is given, you sleep harder
than the walls that revolve without sleep,
your breath is a pen-knife cutting
the pillow, your thighs crack the bed.
I sit foolish in underwear,
awake as a self-indulgance. not
to leave you lonely, but to let you
be, I love you / moon wind / dirty hand
: a solid bone to hold the walls apart;
like a vine
the creeping flesh grows
like a cat
the crawling fur grows
like a cup
cut from the bone stalk
to hold a milky ball.

3. Circle round the sun
for Barbara Norman

old river bends
by the way the earth gives
way. to water, complete
in sound, sight, and motion.
cool river with short white
platforms of ice on her banks,
clumps of mud caught in low
branches and bed springs
rusted, washed in the grass.
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a hint of thaw when the sky
cleared up. sun turned
the road a deep soft brown. we
collected dry river weeds to
fill a vase by the window, the river
looked chilly and green, woman's
work done.
asleep
that afternoon, you shaped your body
like a crescent, collapsed on the floor,
the sun flew off the water in white light,
stopped me cold.
no light but what I see you
take upon the carpet, drinking.
by the way the earth gives
brown flowers, dry and brittle with
winter, the way your hair, skin caught
fire, ashes glowing in a circle, feet to
fingertips.
the sun defined between.

Paul Kahn
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Morning : 1/8/70

up at first light, lay in bed awhile, coughing, the cat
yawned & pulled back curtains, light white/grey, cold as
a railroad car this house, put on all these clothes & went
down to the kitchen, boil water, tea in strainer, milk &
cereal. 0 degrees says stick in the window, up 2 degrees from yesterday.
wrap myself in Marc's large Indian blanket, trail white
& blue blanket thru blue carpeted room & peer out front.
more snow today? no. some last night, another inch.
put on 3 records, something quick. Cream / Blind Faith
( in the color of the Lord )/ John Mayail ( soft & quick ). adjust
turntable, water boiling, cereal, music on. tea steeping,
cat tears thru the room, jumps at the window, glory,
another day I takes up sphinx position.,
take tea, blanket, cigarettes to chair in
front room, settle with sun at back, tea hot.
drag of smoke, lungs warm, blues to
toes, white man in blanket, green curtain on white
door. books on desk, phone does not ring.
I see chair/white, desk/red & white, carpet/blue, radiator/
white, curtains/green, tree from window/brown & white,
branches/white, silver, return to chair, four legs
hold solid chair together, wood air fire water, frozen.
3 legs for stoo.l. 1 for father, 2 for son, 0 holy ghost. 4th
leg invisible to most, cat closes eyes, tea cold, crazy
Fullemann, the carpenter/physicist built me a book
case, how will you build it? least wood possible strip back, 3 legs, do you want it to stand by itself?
yes, alone, cloth on wall, piled with volumes. Snyder
Pound Yeats Joyce leg to leg. the object is : least wood
that looks as sturdy as possible but barely stands, look,
he shows me on a sketch, center of gravity, place books
here board here, could be done with 2 legs,
& a wire.

- Paul Kahn
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Reviews
Auden and the Aesthetics of Ecology
City Without Walls and other poems
1970. $4.50 hardbound 125 pp.

by W.H. Auden, Random House, New York,

Auden is not the fashion. Perhaps because it is easier to scorn his work than to
investigate the limits of one's own faith. Still in this era of the poetry of ecology
it is surprising that he is not more welcomed, being as he is, the grand-daddy of
them all, the one who wrote, "we must love one another or die," and "In Praise
Of Limestone", a poem which rejoices in the organic interconnection of life.
City Without Walls continues the search for preservation, with a new conscious
ness: preservation means eventual obsolescence and death for that which isn't strong
enough to survive. We must bolster the best parts of our culture, make it strong, keep
it from passing away. And Auden doesn't disavow his own part in the cultural-ecological
calamity we are facing. He says,
and my day turned to torturers
who read Rilke in their rest periods
But, culture for Auden is no distant abstract way of life. It has rules, and these rules
ore there so we can be more human. In "Marginalia" he speaks presumably about him
self when he says,
Once having shat
in his new apartment
he began to feel at home.
Ecology is culture for him. We give the most natural, the least revered (but not shameful)
ond most furtile part of ourselves to make a home. Auden ridicules the most "eredite" who
are "too literal to see a joke or/ distinguish a penis from a pencil." Most of all, Auden
's unhappy and reluctant to be forced to be the wisest of the three little pigs. Civilisation
is when we can build our houses out of sticks and straw and not of brick. Thus, his city
is without walls.
City Without Walls is not a book of genius. It is, however, a book written by a
9enius. And if it were true that Auden's best poetic works are behind him, the truth
remains that he still writes better than all but a handful. There is no new beginning here,
there is a continuation in these poems of the effort to create the civilisation-saving
sensibility that Pound hoped would begin the new dynasty. The large section entitled
Marginalia" is the most obvious example of that continuation, for there are marginalia
'n his earlier works, I think, in light of his reading of Konrad Lorenz and Erik Erikson.
he still can write lines that reverberate in the reader's sleep, like the book's closing
Jines: "Giver-of-Life, translate for me/ till I accomplish my corpse at last." There and
'n the best poem in the book, "Amor Loci", his continuations are not marginalia but
u" court presses. Auden has written only a few endings better than the one to "Amor Loci."
How but with some real focus
of desolation
could I, by analogy,
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imagine a love
that, however often smeared,
shrugged at, abandoned
by a frivolous worldling,
does not abandon?

I

wrH,hrj",Cktn°Wued9ed le9iSl<"0rS °f

,he WOr'd<

» She"y-W -hey were,

ominate W.H. Auden for the position of Secretary of the Interior.

- D.L.B.
Life is Thought is Form is Thought is Life
Pieces

81 pp.

by Robert Creeley Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1969. $1.95 paperback
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This is one of Creeley's best expressions of a theme he returns to in all his books; the
paradox of a man's identity being his ability to separate himself from all other men and
at the same time the foundation for his ability to love. The second of the core poems is
"Numbers", a series of ten poems, each of the ten a series of variation on a single digit.
This poem series displays the poet's facination with the forms of thought process and its
application to the forms of poetry. As in this selection from " Zero"
You
walk the years in a
nothing, a no
place I know as well as
the last breath
I took, blowing the smoke
out of a mouth
will also go nowhere,
having found its way.
he mixes geometric form, abstract form, and visual image with his clipped syntax and
economy of words into a single unit of poetic expression. Analogy is used as a kind of
"Kithematical identity, i.e. form is form is form.
The third poem focusing the themes of the book as a whole is the next to last poem,
Such strangeness of mind I know." This poem makes the most successful use of "poem
® pieces" in the book. It consists of three parts of lyric and a prose passage, and its
theme is time as a personal reconstruction. It is concerned with one man's ability to
construct meaning in his life as he lives and remembers it.
I am tired of purposes,
intent that leads itself
back to its own belief.
is juxtaposed with the memory of meaning.
There was no one there .
Rather I thought I saw her,
and named her beauty.
The prose passage ending the poem describes a series of three dreams, each dream's detail
as the dream progresses, until the last dream makes absolutely real a detail the
author knows to be false.
reducing

Then, much later, I hear our dog yelp - three times it now seems - so vividly I'm
awake and thinking he must be outside the door of this room though he is literally
in another country.
^hat things happen and when they happen is a construction of thought, and in Creeley's
^ase we are dealing with individual thought rather than cultural thought as Olsen uses it,
ence Creeley's lyric form as opposed to Olsen's more epic attempts. For Creeley, time is
linear verticle dimension of the process of thought, the nacheinander of events,
Coexistant with the subconscious horizon of past as present, the nebeneinander of events
aj forms of a static time. Time is the reconstruction of events into forms, and forms into
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thoughts. So too, the book is a notebook, chronological in arrangement as thoughts ore
recorded, and the development of time is controlled by the individual voice of the poet,|
Creeley, the form of man who has lived the thought experience, the man who is these *
pieces because he has arranged them as they are.
J^eces_, then, is a stream of lyric consciousness, as natural as the poet who is the
stream. Each fragment, weak or strong, is rich in relation to the book as a whole. It is
an illuminating book, both as lyric poetry and as literary experiment. To say Creeley b
developing as a poet would be superfluous.

Robert Creeley simply is.

- P.D.K.
NEW CONTRIBUTORS & NOTES ;
Joel Fisher is a Kenyon graduate of the class of '69 now working out his alternate
service on the Lower East Side of New York.
Jim Wright is a freshman and a pitcher for the Kenyon baseball team.
Dennis Parker is a freshman who writes poetry and takes photographs.
John Flanzer is the merciful handler

of the student council books.

Chip Herbst is presently a member of the inmate's chorus in Marat/Sade .
Smokey the Bear Sutra was distributed anonymously but is probably the work of
Gary Snyder, author of Back Country and Earth House Hold .
Mark Goldstein is a Zionist from Brooklyn.
Barney Dale, present director of the Pot Hanger Press, is escaping to Lebanon.
David Bergman is publishing a small collection of his poetry, The M. Poems & Others,
on the Pot Hanger Press. The book will be available in May.
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